RENSSALEER UNION

Chairman of Board emails RPI community Resolution asserts RPI president’s authority over Union director employment

Sidney Kochman
Brookelyn Parslow
Senior Reporters

ON WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 27, CHAIRMAN OF THE Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute Board of Trustees Arthur F. Golden ‘66 sent an email to the RPI community and alumni to “eliminate any confusion about the [Union’s] governance.” “The hiring (or firing) of the director of the Union— as is true for any important position at RPI—is the ultimate responsibility of RPI’s president, I and the Board want and expect Dr. Jackson to make that decision,” Golden wrote. He claims that the Union has changed since his time here. The Union is “more intertwined with RPI’s educational programs” and “its annual budget is now in the millions of dollars.” While Golden and President Shirley Ann Jackson expect to continue, in Golden’s words, the “lab course” that is the Union, appropriate supervision is considered a necessity.

Golden concluded the email with a resolution from the Executive Committee of the Board of Trustees that aims to settle questions about where the “ultimate authority for the Union resides.”

The first declaration reads, “Any provision in the bylaws, constitution, charter, or other such rules, regulations, or governing documents of any Rensselaer-affiliated group that conflict with the Bylaws of the Institute are deemed unapproved by the Board and are superseded by the Bylaws to the extent they so conflict.” In addition, Article VIII of the Bylaws of Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute states that “the president shall, as educational and administrative head of the Institute, exercise a general superintendence authority over all the affairs of the institution.”

Declaration two expands on the Bylaws with, “In accordance with the general superintendence authority over all affairs of the Institute delegated by the Board to the president of the Institute, any decisions on the hiring, formal reporting line, removal, and other terms and conditions of employment of the director of the Union are to be made by the Institute under the authority of the president.”

See UNION. Page 6

EXECUTIVE BOARD

New freshman members join E-Board

Jonathan Caicedo
Senior Reporters

ON TUESDAY, THE RENSSELAER EXECUTIVE BOARD opened their meeting with Title IX training from coordinators Elizabeth Brown-Goyette and Larry Hardy. This presentation was virtually identical to the one given to the Student Senate on September 11 (https://poly.rpi.edu/hs/42y).

Following Brown-Goyette and Hardy’s presentation, The Polytechnic came to the Executive Board with a proposal that will allow it to serve advertisements on its website. This is currently not permitted under the Division of the Chief Information Officer’s Cyber Citizenship Policy. It was made clear that this proposal was only to ask the Executive Board to reach out to Chief Information Officer John Kolb for an exemption to the online advertisement restriction on behalf of The Poly. Questions were raised over the quality of potential advertisements, and their effects on the usability and experience of The Poly’s website. The motion ultimately passed 15-0-1,

and the task of reaching out to Kolb was tasked to The Poly’s Executive Board Representative Majken Rasmussen ‘20.

The E-Board then moved to postpone the new reception and lodging fund passed in the new budgeting guidelines during the last meeting for the Fiscal year 2019. The motion passed 17-0-0.

The third and fourth motions were to approve the appointment of David Davis ’21 and Ryan Delaney ’21 to the E-Board respectively, both motions passed 18-0-0.

The committee of the week was the Marketing, Advertising, and Publicity committee. Committee Chairperson Ida Etemadi ’19 announced initiatives to send out bi-weekly surveys to clubs, with the goal to help those clubs publicize events and announce other accomplishments. Etemadi also announced plans to rebrand the Union, starting by creating a new logo and updating other promotional materials.

Finally, Matt Rand ’19 gave his president’s report, which acknowledged the letter Chairman of the Board of Trustees Arthur Golden ‘66 sent to the Rensselaer community last week. Rand had no further comment to offer to the E-Board at the time, and stated the hiring process for the director of the Union would continue. Rand also said that Vice President for Institute Advancement Craig Eastin will be coming before the E-Board to discuss Rensselaer’s capital campaign launch. The Executive Board meets Thursdays at 8 pm in the Shahani Gallery of the Rensselaer Union.
Students deserve clarity

ON MONDAY, OCTOBER 2, THE RENSSLAER UNION STUDENT SENATE discussed the implications of the resolution released by Chairman of the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute Board of Trustees Arthur F. Golden ’66. It also voted on and passed a resolution declaring that there is no conflict between the Rensselaer Union Constitution and the Bylaws of Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, with 17 senators for, five against, and no abstentions.

The Editorial Board believes that the Senate’s decision was made too hastily to properly determine whether conflicts exist between the Union Constitution and the RPI bylaws. The ambiguity of the Board of Trustees’ resolution created an opportunity for the Senate to make a clarification—not only on the conflicts between the agreements, but on the director of the Union approval process as a whole.

In the coming weeks, the Rensselaer Union Executive Board may vote to approve a candidate for the director of the Union position. At this time, the meaning of “approval” is unclear. To some members of the Senate, it is simply a “recommendation” that can be disregarded by the president in her final decision. To others, it is a necessary step in the hiring process that, if not obtained, could prevent a candidate from being appointed altogether.

The student body deserves clarification of the approval process—a way that is more thorough than Article VII, Section 2, Item F of the Union Constitution—before the Executive Board can make an informed decision about how to proceed. In the Constitution’s stating that the E-Board “shall approve the hiring and continuance of all administrative personnel of the Union,” we hope that “approval” is synonymous with “ratify.” However, in a situation of this gravity, hope is not enough.

EDITORIAL NOTEBOOK

Reflecting on summer jobs

I spent this past summer making other people’s coffee. As a computer systems engineering major who had just finished his freshman year, if I had really tried, I could have likely done something more significant in my field, making significantly more money than I did at Starbucks, probably spent my summer at a desk writing code. So why didn’t I want to do something different before I likely spent my whole life doing work in my major.

Being able to say I was a barista at Starbucks means very little to future employers, other than proving that I am in fact willing to work and perform to my job description, even if it is listening to people’s extremely specific requests on how to make their coffee. How do I reflect on my little summer job? Overall, I’m glad I had it, and I feel that I gained a lot of experience from it.

During the summer, I wanted a job that would not only earn me money, but also prevent me from just sitting at home for the summer doing nothing. I thrive on being busy and feeling like I am contributing to something. This job satisfied both of those requirements. However, while working there, I also experienced something that I was not expecting.

Starbucks allowed me to have a job when I contributed to the overall operation of the store, even if I was lowest on the totem pole. It took me a few weeks into the summer, working in that environment, until I began to realize that there was much more to this than what I was doing. In actually, I was able to see how corporate Starbucks had engineered many aspects of the store to increase efficiency and decrease costs, and how my role fit into the overall operation of the store.

At no point was I unsure of what I should be doing, as everyone always had a job, and new seasonal drink recipes were so simple that I could walk in the day they were released and know how to make them already. Everything is planned out, and any barista can simply walk into another Starbucks and start working with that. This level of optimization comes at a cost, however. I can think of several occasions where some corporate requirement was just ignored by everyone at the store as it simply didn’t fit in our specific work environment. It was very clear in some instances when a change came down the line that it was written by someone who has never been on the floor of a real Starbucks.

Overall, I’d say working at Starbucks was a great summer job. If you end up with any job, I would recommend looking around you, figuring out more about your job, and really learning to appreciate how everything fits together. Always try to take something away from your experience, no matter what it is.

Photos and interviews by Crystal Vejar

The Question:

What’s the most important thing you brought with you to college?

The Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute Board of Trustees Arthur F. Golden ’66 today released a statement in response to the recent deluge of attention surrounding the University’s Board of Trustees Resolution on the election of the new trustee. The statement is a call for unity and a reaffirmation of the Board’s commitment to transparency and accountability.

The Board’s decision to release the resolution has been met with mixed reactions. Some have praised the resolution for its boldness and transparency, while others have criticized it for being too vague and open to interpretation. Regardless of one’s stance, it is clear that the resolution has sparked an important conversation about the role of the Board of Trustees in guiding the University’s future.

In light of this, we encourage all RPI community members to engage in this conversation. Whether you agree with the resolution or not, we believe it is crucial that we all work together to ensure that RPI remains a place where students, faculty, staff, and alumni can thrive.

We also encourage the Board of Trustees to continue to be transparent in its decision-making process. This is essential for maintaining trust in the institution and ensuring that all stakeholders feel heard and valued.

In conclusion, we hope that this resolution will serve as a catalyst for meaningful dialogue and action. We look forward to seeing the results of this conversation and the steps that RPI will take to continue to advance its mission.

[End of editorial]
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TO MY FELLOW CLASSMATES:

Our school has been home to one of the last student-run unions in the United States for quite some time. By now, I am sure you have had the opportunity to read the message from Chairman of the Board of Trustees Arthur Golden and the attached resolution from the Board of Trustees' Executive Committee. Like many of you, I was greatly disappointed by both the stance of the letter and the ramifications of the declarations, as no input was sought from students and the sentiment expressed a loss of faith in the student body's ability to responsibly self-govern the Union.

I would like to take a moment to share why and how a student-run union has been impactful to our entire community—students, alumni, faculty, staff, and administrators alike. Through a student-run union, our students have had the liberty to build their own meaningful experiences through freedom of choice; the persona of our Union frequently morphed as generations of students made it their own. Alumni and students have always found clubs and organizations based on their interests and developed leadership skills in the process. They defined policies for Union operation. They met friends for lunch, conducted their banking, sought legal services, and shopped at the bookstore. For many, it was, and always will remain, a home away from home. All of these cherished qualities and traits came about because our Union had been student-run. These exist within the Union because students took the initiative and had the power to make them happen, and that is truly possible through a student-run union.

Our student-run Union was the student experience at RPI. Until the recent resolution, we had the opportunity to have experiences similar to those of the students who came before us. The Rensselaer Union thrived under student operation for over 127 years. Its main building was constructed in 1965 after the student body decided, by referendum, to increase the Union Activity Fee to fund it. The Union’s role in our lives as students here far surpasses any individual academic or extra-curricular program. For many of you, it is the most rewarding experience of your time at Rensselaer. The increases to better promote the interests of the Graduate Student Council will examine opportunities for highly competitive and prestigious awards. The creation of fellowships of the Graduate Student Union will be supported by Rensselaer's new capital campaign and graduate students and this growth was fostered by effective cooperation between the student and Executive Board's role in approving declarations. However, we are currently working to determine what provisions of the Union Constitution were impacted by the resolution, if any. I have reached out to Chairman Golden and other administrators in hopes of addressing questions we have encountered during this process. Many of you have contacted me to discuss your concerns and questions about the resolution, its immediate effects, and its long-term impact. The breadth of students raising concerns and weighing in reminds me of how fundamentally important being a part of a student-run union has been to each of us, regardless of how or where we participate. I know many of you have been adversely affected by these recent developments. If you are in need of support or simply someone to talk to, please reach out to the resources available across campus, including the Counseling Center. And, of course, feel free to reach out to me at gm@rpi.edu. I am carefully reading every message I receive and appreciate all them. Please share your input and opinions on the matter if you have not already. As always, I will keep you apprised of any developments.

Regardless of recent events, I urge you to conduct business as usual with our Union. For clubs, that means meeting and holding activities and programs that your members have come to rely upon. For students, that means embodying what makes our Union the intricate and efficient enterprise that is admired and remembered fondly by our alumni. Please know that we are in this together as one Union; your student government is committed to representing your interests and priorities, especially those involving a student-run union. I have seen amazing things result from its members working on student-driven projects they are passionate about, and I believe our students can find solutions to current concerns by working together. Like you, I am—and will continue to be—motivated by my undying love for our alma mater and a future for our Union.

Yours truly,

Justin Etzine
132nd Grand Marshal

Justin Etzine

TO THE RENSSELAER COMMUNITY:

On Monday, October 2, 2017, the Student Senate passed a resolution regarding the Rensselaer Constitution, claiming that there is no conflict between the Bylaws of Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute and the Union Constitution. The Graduate Student Council disagrees with this motion, with graduate senators vocally voting against this resolution. This action by the Student Senate is inconsistent with the Board of Trustees’ September 27, 2017 resolution, notably Declaration 3, which requested that the Rensselaer Union Constitution and any other documents governing the Rensselaer Union be brought into conformity with the Bylaws of Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. The Graduate Student Council acknowledges the authority of the Board of Trustees to request such changes be made to the Rensselaer Union Constitution and requests the Student Senate initiate the procedure required to comply with the Board of Trustees’ resolution.

The Graduate Student Council sponsored a separate motion to this effect which failed to garner the requisite support for Senate approval. The differing perspectives between this motion and the motion that passed highlighted a divide between the graduate and undergraduate student body on this issue. The Grand Marshal, who presides over the Senate, is the spokesperson for the entire student body—both graduate and undergraduate.

However, given the composition of the Student Senate, no resolution can pass solely on graduate student support. On issues where the graduate and undergraduate senators disagree, the body will always decide in the favor of undergraduates. It is because of this reality that there are many on the Graduate Student Council who believe that the Student Senate, and by extension the Grand Marshal, have difficulty advocating effectively for the graduate student body. In the aftermath of these events, the Graduate Student Council will examine opportunities to better promote the interests of the Graduate Student Body outside of the Student Senate, starting with this letter. The Graduate Student Council believes that the motion that was passed by the Student Senate does not build upon the growing relationship between the graduate student leadership and the Institute’s administration. Cooperation between the Graduate Student Council and the Rensselaer administration in the past three years has resulted in significant improvements to the experience of graduate students at Rensselaer. The increases in the minimum academic year stipend for graduate students shows a commitment to increasing the value of their time to the teaching and research conducted at Rensselaer. Increased services tailored to graduate students from the Center for Career and Professional Development and a renewed focus on external fellowship and funding application support from the Office of Graduate Education ensure graduate students at Rensselaer have the tools necessary to succeed when applying for highly competitive and prestigious awards. The creation of fellowships for graduate students and led initiatives that have become integral to the Rensselaer graduate student experience, such as the Graduate Research Symposium. In conclusion, the Office of Graduate Education and the Institute’s administration have shown a consistent interest in the growth and professional development of graduate students, and this growth was fostered by effective cooperation between the Graduate Student Council and the Institute’s administration.

The Graduate Student Council acknowledges that graduate student education at Rensselaer relies on programs whose funding will be supported by Rensselaer’s new capital campaign and believes this campaign will be critical to the actualization of the Rensselaer Plan 2024. We recognize this institution’s impervious effort in securing the support we need to take our research and educational model forward, and encourage all to support it.

Respectfully,

The Graduate Student Council
Serge Piskun  
Senior Reviewer  

On Friday, the Union basement was packed with students as usual. Some were playing pool, others were eating food from Father’s, while others still struggled to study against the noise of their peers. Some students, however, were filing into Mother’s for another event: the traditional celebration of the year’s harvest.

Jointly hosted by the Chinese American Student Association and the Hong Kong Student Association, the Mid-Autumn Festival was a festival of games, food, and performances. Walking in at 7 pm, I was immediately greeted by a sea of tables, with people sitting together, playing games, and enjoying traditional food. One of the draws of the event was the pre-ordering and delivery of mooncakes, which came from Hong Kong Bakery & Bistro in Albany, and were put straight into the stomachs of eagerly waiting students. Some mooncakes were also available for tasting, which were almost all gone by the time I got to them. At the start of the night, the games took precedence over everything else.

Mahjong, a traditional Chinese game, was the center of focus for me, as I had no idea how the game worked. It plays similar to Go Fish, with players trying to make predetermined combinations in order to make enough points to guarantee a victory. Chinese poker was also played, which drew loud and excited crowds of onlookers.

At 8 pm, students took to the stage in the center of the room and performed a choreographed fan dance. The dance was light-hearted and serene, providing a nice break in between the fast-paced games and the upcoming big group Jeopardy game.

CASA member Vanessa Hannay ’20 said that, to her, the Mid-Autumn Festival “is a time to reflect and be thankful for everything [she] has as well as a celebration of family, friends, and community.” The event felt close and intimate, with everyone being friendly and willing to answer any questions that I had.

For people wanting to learn more about this event or looking forward to similar ones, I suggest checking out CASA and HKSA on Facebook. They both host fundraisers and food sales, with traditional foods and exploration of the customs of their people.

Crystal Vejar/The Polytechnic

MEMBERS OF CASA AND HKSA CELEBRATED Mid-Autumn Festival with food and games.

Serge Piskun  
Senior Reviewer

On Friday, September 29, I found myself on the fourth floor of the Pioneer Bank building. I left the elevator and was greeted by a group of people that directed me to the makeshift gallery room. There was music playing, art on all of the walls, and a table in the center of the room with a directory of all the work, artists, and prices.

Troy Pop Up began in January of 2016 and featured only five artists at the time. Curator Tori Rodriguez expressed that the business aspect of being an artist is hard for many—showing work in a typical gallery can be a fruitless, discouraging process. Submission fees can be astronomical and, if the artist even gets accepted into the show, the formal setting often fails to give any feedback.

This style of pop up galleries is intended to be the opposite; Rodriguez aims to keep submission and showing fees low, currently at $10 and an additional $30 respectively. All transactions are also done through the artist, and Rodriguez doesn’t take a commission unless they fail to show up. If you want to buy a piece or a print, you get the bonus of talking with and directly buying from the artist who made it. I prefer to have a story or experience associated with most of the things I buy, and this show created the perfect atmosphere for that.

Submissions from all media are accepted, and this show in particular featured acrylic, oil, watercolor, photography, digital illustration, and mixed media. The variety among the works was refreshing—a photograph of an abandoned warehouse hung next to an abstract painting, and recognizable sceneries in Troy were interspersed between landscape drawings. There were only 10 artists, as opposed to the usual 12 to 15, making this the smallest of the year.

Rodriguez expressed that she always wants more students to get involved, and for anyone who might be interested, the showing fee is $10 cheaper with current student identification. For more information about submissions and future pop up events, visit https://poly.rpi.edu/s/rug2h.
ON SUNDAY, OCTOBER 1, THE 12TH ANNUAL Empty Bowls charity event was hosted at the Italian Community Center in downtown Troy. The event’s main draw was the empty bowl itself; each ticket purchased let a participant choose a handmade bowl from a local artist from which they could eat their soup. After making a selection, participants could turn in their tickets and enter another room that was filled with different stations where soups from a wide variety of restaurants in Troy were being served.

The atmosphere of the event was light-hearted and fun, with loud music, raffles, and pottery wheel demonstrations. Every room was packed with people young and old who kept up a constant cheerful hum of conversation. The soups themselves came from all sorts of places; European borscht, bacon corn chowder, and Italian wedding soup were in close proximity to one another, creating an interesting cross-cultural experience.

It’s safe to say that the event was a huge success. There was a massive turnout, with hundreds of people lining up outside the center doors, eagerly awaiting its start. People continued to arrive and, fortunately, Empty Bowls was prepared with plenty of bowls and soup so that no one who attended was forced to leave empty-handed. Money was raised to benefit regional food banks.
Finally, it confirmed “the integrity of the Rensselaer Union’s status as a student-run Union.” The resolution can be viewed in its entirety at https://poly.rpi.edu/s/zdh69a. The motion passed 17-5-0.

Some senators, largely through a motion that was released prior to the meeting but withdrawn after the previous motion’s passage, expressed a desire for a committee to handle the interpretation of the Board of Trustees’ resolution. While some people in support of the resolution claimed that they looked over all of the documents line by line and saw no conflicts, others thought it would be more appropriate for the Senate to collectively come to a conclusion with reasoning that would be laid out through the work of a committee.

There was also debate over the authority of the Executive Board in the process for hiring a director of the Union. Some claimed that the E-Board essentially had a “veto power,” and others thought of it as a “step in the process,” wherein the president could not appoint someone the E-Board did not approve. These details, including a concrete definition of the word “approval” as it is used in the Senate’s resolution, were not resolved in the meeting.

Lastly, Senator Joshua Thomas ’20 moved to host a town hall meeting that would help constituents, specifically freshmen and sophomores, understand the current situation with the Rensselaer Union. A resolution to “schedule a town hall meeting before or during the week of October 9 in order to inform constituents of the recent events involving the Rensselaer Student Union” was charged to Vice Chairperson of the Senate Ellie Mees ’19, with at least five volunteers, by a vote of 20-0-1.

On October 3, student government announced a town hall meeting regarding the recent events of the Union. It will take place on Saturday, October 8 at noon in the McNeil Room.

Union: Potential conflicts in Constitution

From Page 2

Taken together, the first two declarations create ambiguity around multiple subsections of the Rensselaer Union Constitution. Section 2, Item F reads, “[The Executive Board] shall approve the hiring and continuance of all administrative personnel of the Union.” As this may be in conflict with the Institute’s bylaws as expanded upon in declaration two, and declaration one deems any conflicting provisions as “unapproved,” Item F could be deemed “unapproved” by the Board of Trustees.

Additionally, some of the provisions of Article V of the Union Constitution are also potentially superseded, given declaration one. For example, “a majority of the Executive Board may bring charges against the director” may conflict with declaration two’s affirmation of the president’s ultimate authority over the “terms and conditions of employment” of the director of the Union. It is unclear if the Union Constitution’s outlining further restrictions on the power of the director also conflicts with declaration two, leaving the validity of the Article V provision, “the director may not veto any Executive Board action,” in question.

In declaration three, student government is “requested to take appropriate action to ensure the Rensselaer Union Constitution and any other documents governing the affairs of the Rensselaer Union, are brought into conformance with the declarations of this Resolution” in order to “avoid continued misunderstanding.” To modify the Union Constitution, the Student Senate must pass an amendment with a two-thirds majority. Then, a majority of voting students must approve the amendment in an election.

If the requested amendment were to fail, the Bylaws of Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute would still supersede the Union Constitution.
**Sports**

**Wednesday, October 4, 2017**

**WOMEN’S SOCCER**

Winning streak extended to six

**Jacob Kaplan**
Senior Reporter

Rensselaer won 2–0 against Skidmore College at home on Saturday. The win extends the Engineer’s undefeated streak to six games and puts them at 6–2–1 overall for the season.

The first half was scoreless, but both teams did make several attempts. Dalil Alarian ‘18 had a shot stopped and the rebound from Emily Dunn ‘19 went high. In the second half, Alarian scored the first point of the game in the 62nd minute with a left-footed shot into the top left corner of the goal, giving Rensselaer the lead and Alarian her first goal of the season. In the 86th minute, Jacqui Richard ‘20 served the ball to the front of the net where it was kicked in by Bethany Hanson ‘18, doubling the Engineer lead and giving Hanson her second goal of the season. With only four minutes left in the game, Skidmore had no chance at closing the gap, giving Rensselaer the win.

The Engineers ended with a 18–13 shot advantage, 10–5 on goal, and 7–3 in corner kicks. Goalie Joey Lyons ‘20 made eight saves, with four in each half.

Rensselaer will be away on Saturday to face off against Union College.

---

**MEN’S HOCKEY**

Engineers play exhibition game

Hockey loses preseason match against Saint Mary’s University Huskies

**Joseph Lyon**
Senior Reporter

The Rensselaer men’s hockey team played an exhibition game for their first showing against Saint Mary’s University on Saturday at the Houston Field House, with the new season beginning on October 13. The Engineers played a strong game, but in the end were unable to grab a win, ending the game with a final score of 1–2.

The Saint Mary’s Huskies pulled ahead in the first period; Jared Wilson ‘18 came close when his shot bounced off the crossbar. RPI managed to sneak in the equalizer right at the beginning of the second period. Viktor Liljegren ‘18 managed to score after a cross-ice pass from Will Reilly ‘20. The Engineers could not keep up the momentum, however, and the Huskies pulled off another goal in the end of the second period.

Into the third period, the Engineers found themselves unable to score, despite some advantages and strong plays. This included a 5-on-3 power play in the third period, and, in a last ditch effort, Rensselaer pulled their goalie Linden Marshall ‘21 to have an extra attacker. Marshall impressively blocked all 15 attempts made by Saint Mary’s after he was placed in the net at 31:08. Rensselaer saw a valiant scoring attempt by Jared Wilson ‘18. Perry also had a significant contribution to the team when he managed 12 saves during the time he was in the goal.

The Engineers begin their season officially with a two-game series at Ohio State University on the weekend of October 13 and 14.

---

**SUDOKU**

Fill in the grid so that each row, column, and 3-by-3 subsquare contains exactly one occurrence of the numbers 1 through 9.

**Last Week’s Answers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>9</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CRYPTOQUOTE**

A Cryptoquote is a simple substitution code where each letter that appears may stand for a different letter. The substitutions are consistent throughout the puzzle. Punctuation is not translated.

“Xsh nrughp fmni f xhuvch, phhq jaxjh shcxhne, xrkvhvsjav xsh rauh gahm vr dh vchy... dyv usrhx vr ercwhv.”

-Urdd, Jauhavjra

---

**Comics**
I Love Pizza of Troy

I Love Pizza of Troy is known as a convenient spot for students living downtown, as it sells by the slice and closes late at night. Although they had a rather flavorless crust, the sweet sauce was coated with the standard mozzarella expected of a pizza joint. Although the plain slice left much to be desired, there wasn’t much wrong we could find with it.

When we requested I Love Pizza of Troy’s most popular specialty slices, we were recommended the buffalo chicken and the deep-dish pepperoni slice. We concluded that the deep-dish slice, although not bad in any way, wasn’t impressive enough to go into detail about. We were surprised by the buffalo chicken slice, which was spicy but not overbearingly so. Another plus to the buffalo slice was that they also used chunky real blue cheese, as opposed to the restaurant dressing that is so often pushed by subpar establishments.

DeFazio’s Pizzeria

DeFazio’s pizza was a favorite going into this review, as they are often regarded as the premier pizza place in the Troy area. They did not disappoint. Unfortunately, we only managed to get a plain pie due to their policy of not selling slices. Our testers immediately noted that the pizza had a healthy serving of delicious sauce which was distinctly chunky, containing small slices of onions and tomatoes. The crust was slightly burnt due to it being cooked in a wood-fired oven, which added a pleasant crunch and flavor profile. The cheese was not overbearing, but still managed to be inexplicably cheesy. The thing that really set DeFazio’s apart from the rest of the crowd was their liberal usage of herbs, giving it both a superior visual appeal and a fantastic aftertaste.

Results

We could talk about pizza all day, but we started this review with the goal of ranking each pizza place in terms of flavor and quality. Although we did grade the pizzas based on the quality of the slices, we also considered factors such as its convenience and price. At the bottom of the ranking we had Big Apple Pizzeria, which sadly really only shined as it sells by the slice and closes late at night. Although they had a rather flavorless crust, the sweet sauce was coated with the standard mozzarella expected of a pizza joint. Although the plain slice left much to be desired, there wasn’t much wrong we could find with it.

Amante Pizza

Amante Pizza really blew us away, and definitely set itself apart from the rest. We found that this had our favorite sauce. It was sweet, with herbal notes, but not overbearing. In addition, the cheese was definitely more present on this slice in a way that other establishments couldn’t replicate. The crust was another surprise. Although it was not burnt like DeFazio’s, it managed to have a very pleasant crunch to it.

With such a strong plain slice, we were excited to try Amante’s two specialties, the chicken, bacon, ranch slice, and their chicken parm slice. The latter was fantastic. It had a nice base with quality chicken and cheese, but really shined through with the ricotta and marinara sauce. Unfortunately, we were surprised to find that the chicken, bacon, ranch slice tried to do too much, resulting in an unseemly flavor. The bacon must have been smoked to excess, because we all agreed that it tasted more like smoked salmon than bacon.

Big Apple Pizzeria

Big Apple Pizzeria is the definitive late-night campus favorite. We expected this slice to at least be mediocre in terms of quality, but we ended up being very disappointed. This pizza failed at every metric of success we had established. We felt that the dough was chewy yet somehow thin, that the sauce was barely present, and that the cheese was just there—not adding to the experience in the slightest.

But as many of us know, Big Apple Pizzeria is better known for their specialty slices. We got the chicken, ham, ranch, and barbeque pizza, and the french fry pizza. The chicken, ham, ranch, and barbeque pizza was pretty mediocre. It had a sweet sauce, and all of the toppings were concentrated towards the middle of the pizza. Although it may not seem all that enticing, the french fry pizza really differentiated itself with well-cut, well-seasoned fries that weren’t soggy, a good amount of sausage, and a decent crust.

Eng/Sci+MBA Info Sessions:
9/19, 2-3, Fishbach Rm, Library
9/20, 10-11, Union 3511
10/17, 2-3, Fishbach Rm, Library
10/18, 10-11, Union 3511

Co-Term Info Sessions:
9/19, 3-4, Fishbach Rm, Library
9/20, 11-12 Union 3511
10/17, 3-4, Fishbach Rm, Library
10/18, 11-12, Union 3511

If you’re interested in attending, please RSVP:
Email lallyms@rpi.edu.
Contact: Shari W. Quinn 518-276-6947